
Dependency Relationship Based Decision Combination in MultipleClassi�er Systems�Hee-Joong Kangyand Jin H. KimComputer Science Department and Center for Arti�cial Intelligence ResearchKorea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology373-1 Kus�ong-dong Yus�ong-gu Taej�on 305-701, KoreaAbstractAlthough many decision combination methodshave been proposed, most of them did not focuson dependency relationship among classi�ersin combining multiple decisions. That makesclassi�cation performance of combining multi-ple decisions be degraded and biased, in case ofadding highly dependent inferior classi�ers. Toovercome such weaknesses and obtain robustclassi�cation performance, the present studyused dependency relationship for better com-bining multiple decisions. In order to identifydependency relationship by observing outputsof multiple classi�ers, two methods are usedon the basis of �rst-order dependency relation-ship. One is to use the concept of mutual in-formation, and the other one is to use the con-cept of statistically measured association. The�rst-order dependencies identi�ed are used tocombine multiple decisions, using Bayesian for-malism. A number of multiple classi�er sys-tems are applied to totally uncontrained on-linehandwritten numerals and the English alpha-bet recognition. The experimental results showthat the classi�cation performance of a multipleclassi�er system is superior to that of individualclassi�ers. Also, they show that considering thedependency relationship outperforms others inaccuracy, when the highly dependent inferiorclassi�ers are added.1 IntroductionGenerally, two directions have been developed in the areaof character and pattern recognition for improving clas-si�cation performance. One is to improve the classi�ca-tion performance of a classi�er itself. The other one isto improve a multiple classi�er system which consists ofa set of classi�ers and a decision combination method.Although a number of classi�ers are available, none ofthem is as good as expected. The major di�culty comes�This work is partly supported by the Notepad Consor-tium and the O�ine Consortium.yTo whom all the correspondence should be addressed. Healso works for Samsung Electronics, Co.

from the fact that although a number of features in di-versi�ed forms are available, but it is not easy to lumpthem together into a single classi�er. The multiple clas-si�er system is motivated from the assumption that anumber of complementary features or classi�cation al-gorithms can facilitate the classi�cation performance, ifthey are used simultaneously. This research idea in com-bining multiple decisions seems to be promising.Many studies in multiple classi�er systems have fo-cused on the fact that a classi�er corresponds to an ex-pert in multiple experts group. They conducted a studyabout the methodology of integrating multiple decisionsfrom di�erent classi�ers[Mandler and Schuermann, 1988;Hull et al., 1990; Suen et al., 1990; Xu et al., 1992;Franke and Mandler, 1992; Huang and Suen, 1993;Ho, 1992; Ho et al., 1994]. Although many studies havebeen conducted for better combining multiple decisions,most of them did not focus on dependency relationshipamong classi�ers. Instead, they considered multiple clas-si�ers as being independent.As seen in previous studies, if the highly dependentinferior classi�ers are added to a multiple classi�er sys-tem, and they have equal weights, then the classi�cationperformance of it can be degraded and biased by someof those decision combination methods. The motivationof this paper is to overcome the shortage of previousstudies.It is desirable to construct a multiple classi�er systemin which classi�ers complement each other for better per-formance, and to combinemultiple decisions by using thedependency relationship, if necessary. In this paper, wewill provide some methods in identifying the dependencyrelationship, and in combining multiple decisions, usingBayesian formalism.To identify dependency relationship of a classi�er fromK classi�ers, we should consider all the possible cases oflower order subdistributions from the de�nition of prod-uct approximation by Lewis[Lewis, 1959]. Because thatrequires enormous computations and storage spaces, wewill approximate K-dimensional distribution with theK � 1 �rst-order dependency distributions by consid-ering only the classi�cation results of classi�ers, and byusing two identi�cation methods proposed. Two meth-ods are considered for the work. One of them dependson the principle of maximizing mutual information byChow[Chow and Liu, 1968], and the other one is to use



maximally measured association. The �rst-order depen-dencies identi�ed are used in order to combine multipledecisions, using Bayesian formalism.All the classi�ers were created by Hidden MarkovModels (HMMs). The HMMs have been used as a frame-work of on-line cursive script recognition[Sin et al., 1994]and can model well for both variations of temporal se-quences and spatial movements. Also, they were used ascomponents of a multiple classi�er system. A numberof multiple classi�er systems are applied to totally un-constrained on-line numerals and the English alphabetrecognition.In our experiment, we will apply a number of decisioncombination methods to combine multiple decisions inmultiple classi�er systems, and to compare their classi�-cation performances each other. In particular, severalcombinations of multiple classi�ers for demonstratingthe e�ects of highly dependent classi�ers will be carriedout, and then tested by decision combination methodsproposed.2 Related WorksA number of studies related to the idea of using mul-tiple classi�ers for improving classi�cation performancewill be described. The researches of combining multipledecisions are divided according to the types of classi�-cation results. These types include measurement scoresof classes, rankings of classes, and single top choice ofclasses. From the measurement scores of classes, we canassign a ranking to each class by ordering classes as totheir scores. Single top choice of a class is chosen by thebest measurement score or by the �rst ranked.Decision combination methods based on the measure-ment scores are averaged Bayes classi�er[Xu et al., 1992]and an integration of multiple classi�cation results us-ing fuzzy integral[Tahani and Keller, 1990] or fuzzylogic. In case of single top choice, there are votingmethods[Suen et al., 1990; Franke and Mandler, 1992;Xu et al., 1992], the use of Bayesian formalism un-der an independence assumption[Xu et al., 1992], theuse of Dempster-Shafer formalism used in evidentialreasoning[Mandler and Schuermann, 1988; Franke andMandler, 1992; Xu et al., 1992], and Behavior-KnowledgeSpace (BKS)[Huang and Suen, 1993]. In particular, inthe use of Bayesian formalism by Xu et al.[Xu et al.,1992], they assume that the classi�ers are independentbecause they use independent feature sets or they aretrained independently. This approach happens to causea problem when they are not independent. Ho et al.[Ho,1992; Ho et al., 1994] support the use of rankings andhave studied the decision combination methods usingsuch rankings from multiple classi�ers which include thehighest rank method, Borda count method, and logisticregression. Borda count method is well known one ofsocial choice functions used in our experiment. In thispaper, we concentrate on the type of ranking decisionsdue to the advantages of rankings.Lewis[Lewis, 1959] tackled a problem of approximat-ing a nth-order binary distribution by a product of sev-eral of its component distributions of lower order usingthe idea of extension by Hartmanis. He showed that

the product approximation, under suitably restrictedconditions, had the property of minimum information.The approximation method was based on an informa-tion measure for the closeness of two distributions andon the criterion of maximum entropy. Two or more pro-posed approximations could be compared and the bestone be selected without any knowledge of actual dis-tribution beyond that given by the approximations. Inorder words, the process of comparison consists of select-ing that approximation containing the greatest amountof correlation. However, the problem of selecting a set ofcomponent distributions of a given complexity to com-pose the best approximation remained unsolved.Chow et al.[Chow and Liu, 1968] studied to solve theunsolved problem by Lewis and to best approximate annth-order distribution by a product of n�1 second-ordercomponent distributions. A method was presented toapproximate optimally an n-dimensional discrete prob-ability distribution by a product of second-order distri-butions, or the distribution of the �rst-order tree depen-dencies. To �nd an optimum set of n � 1 �rst-orderdependency relationship among n variables, a procedurewas derived to yield an approximation of a minimumdif-ference in information. An optimal procedure was on thebasis of maximizing the mutual information between twovariables and MaximumWeight Spanning Tree (MWST)algorithm by Kruskal.3 Multiple Classi�er SystemsA Multiple Classi�er System (MCS) consists of a set ofclassi�ers and a decision combination method[Ho, 1992].In this paper, a set of classi�ers is built based on a HMMstructure and a few stochastic modeling methods[Sin etal., 1994; Sin and Kim, 1994]. The HMM structure isleft-to-right transitionary and consists of 8 state nodesand only left-to-right arcs. In order to create classi�ersconsisting of HMMs modeled from training data, we usea few stochastic modeling methods which are standardmodeling (i.e. Baum-Welch algorithm), duration model-ing, and nonstationary modeling. One HMM was mod-eled to represent one class at training. Although theyhave the same HMM structure, they would be di�er-ent classi�ers if they are modeled by di�erent modelingmethods.The graphical representations of stochastic modelingmethods are shown in Figure 1 by focusing on transitionprobabilities at state nodes. Standard modeling methodis easy and takes a short time to train the HMMs, butit does not properly model duration information of apattern. Duration modeling method supplements sucha weakness of standard modeling method, but it takes along time to train. Nonstationary modeling method isproposed by Sin et al.[Sin and Kim, 1994] for overcomingthe weakness of duration modeling method which doesnot properly consider the duration information. Theirapproach is based on the idea that the duration in astate node should be modeled as a function of durationperiod, and by that idea it can properly consider theduration information. This method has an advantage ofthe best modeling for typical patterns, but it takes a verylong time to train and it has a disadvantage of the worst
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Figure 1: Stochastic modeling methods of HMMsmodeling for unusual patterns. A MCS is a good choicewhy there are no complete stochastic modeling methodsfor improving the classi�cation performance.For the recognition of numerals and the English alpha-bet characters, a classi�er consists of 10 HMMs, or 26HMMs, or 26 HMMs which are stochastically modeledfor respective domain problem and assigns a likelihoodscore as to degree of match to each HMM for a giveninput. So, we have to convert the likelihood scores ofHMMs into the rankings of classes modeled to HMMsbefore combining multiple decisions.In this paper, a number of MCSs are constructed. Oneof them consists of three classi�ers shown in Figure 2which are based on the HMMs trained by three stochas-tic modeling methods. It is called by Base-type in ourexperiment. And the others are constructed by adding
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Nonstationary Modeling−based ClassifierFigure 2: A MCS consists of three classi�ersthe highly dependent inferior or superior classi�er to theprevious three classi�ers which is respectively denotedby St8Out, Du8Out, and NS8Out. The highly depen-dent classi�er is made by faking one of the previous threeclassi�ers.Multiple decisions from individual classi�ers of MCSwill be combined according to a combining rule assignedto Decision Combinator and a winner class will be de-cided or not. The input of all classi�ers are 16-directionalchain codes in common. But di�erent stochastic model-ing methods cause classi�ers to classify di�erently for agiven input. The output of each classi�er is convertedas the rankings of classes, and then they are used as theinput of Decision Combinator. Any classi�er producingthe rankings of classes can join into our MCS.Only classi�ers producing valid decisions take part ina process of Decision Combinator. Also, only classeshaving valid rankings are used in decision combination.Under those constraints, Decision Combinator includesa number of decision combination methods available in

this paper. They are voting methods, some of socialchoice functions, BKS method, the uses of Bayesian for-malism under an independence assumption and depen-dency relationship among classi�ers.4 Dependency Relationship BasedDecision CombinationOn the assumption that multiple classi�ers are indepen-dent, the use of Bayesian formalism is proposed by Xuet al.[Xu et al., 1992]. In this paper, since an inde-pendence assumption would not be appropriate if somehighly dependent classi�ers join in multiple classi�ers,we focus on the dependency relationship among clas-si�ers. We will propose some methods for identifyingthe dependency relationship and combining multiple de-cisions, using Bayesian formalism. We will denote aset of classes by fM1; � � � ;MMg, a set of classi�ers byC = fC1; � � � ; CKg, and an input pattern by x.4.1 Identifying the DependencyRelationshipIn order to build a K-dimensional joint probability dis-tribution in a direct way, we can use K-dimensional sam-ples observed. But when the K becomes larger and eachclassi�er takes one of a set of M distinct classes, it re-quires much computation and massive storage of the or-der of MK , and that is impractical in theoretical view-points. In other way, which is based on the chain ruleof probability, we can express the joint probability dis-tribution in terms of conditional probabilities:P (C1; � � � ; CK) = P (C1)P (C2jC1) � � �P (CKjC1; � � � ; CK�1)In considering the dependency relationship, we assumethat it is determined by the observations of outputs ofindividual classi�ers given the same inputs. With Kclassi�ers, the precise dependency relationship should bedetermined by considering maximumK�1 order depen-dencies by the de�nition of chain rule, since we do notknow in advance the exact order of dependency relation-ship among them. When K classi�ers are applied to thesame input x, K events, Ck(x) = Mj ; k = 1; � � � ;K andj = 1; � � � ;M , will happen. Basing on the fact that it isdesirable to consider �rst-order dependency relationshiprather than to assume independence of classi�ers, we willapproximate the joint probability distribution with mostappropriate second-order conditional probabilities basedon the �rst-order dependency relationship:P (C1; � � � ; CK) = P (C1)P (C2jCi(1)) � � �P (CKjCi(K))Then the problem is how to identify an optimal setof �rst-order dependencies from classi�cation results ofclassi�ers. Our approaches to tackle that problem are touse two methods. One is to maximize the mutual infor-mation and the other one is to maximize the measuresof association between classi�ers.Mutual InformationWhen we approximate K-dimensional distribution witha set ofK�1 �rst- and second-order component distribu-tions, we should identify the �rst-order dependence dis-tribution such that the relative entropy, I(P (C); Pt(C)),



of unknown true distribution P (C) and the �rst-orderdependence distribution Pt(C) from a set of all possible�rst-order dependence trees is as small as possible[Lewis,1959; Chow and Liu, 1968]. When the relative entropyis zero, we assure that a couple of distributions involvedare equal. Pt(C) = KYj=1P (CjjCi(j))From the expression of I(P (C); Pt(C)), minimizingthe relative entropy is equivalent to maximizing the sumof mutual information (i.e. PKj=1M (Cj; Ci(j))) betweena classi�er Cj and a classi�er Ci(j). A classi�er Ci(j)is the parent of a classi�er Cj in �rst-order dependencyrelationship. A root node in a dependence tree does nothave a parent node. A H(C) means an entropy of distri-bution C and Cj is a component of C. The de�nition ofmutual information is described in [Chow and Liu, 1968;Gallager, 1968] and the average mutual information byGallager means the mutual information by Chow et al.which is used in this paper. To obtain the maximumsum of mutual information over all classi�ers, we as-sign each classi�er to a node of a possible dependencetree and assign the quantity of mutual information toa branch weight of the dependence tree. And then,we compute a maximum weight spanning tree over allthe possible dependence trees and �nally identify anoptimal set of �rst-order dependencies from that tree.I(P (C); Pt(C)) =XC P (C) log P (C)Pt(C)=XC P (C) logP (C) �XC P (C) KXj=1 logP (Cj jCi(j))=XC P (C) logP (C) �XC P (C) KXj=1 logP (Cj ) �XC P (C) KXj=1;i(j)6=0 log P (Cj ; Ci(j))P (Cj )P (Ci(j))= �H(C) + KXj=1 H(Cj )� KXj=1 M(Cj;Ci(j))H(C) = �XC P (C) logP (C)M(Cj;Ci(j)) = XCj;Ci(j) P (Cj ;Ci(j)) log P (Cj ;Ci(j))P (Cj )P (Ci(j))Measures of AssociationWhile the mutual information contains the averageamount of uncertainty to be resolved between two dis-tributions, the measures of association measure thestrength of association between two distributions fromsampling data. For applying some coincidence measuressuch as correlation coe�cient in numerical data to quali-tative nominal data classes, we will use some measures of

association as criteria of statistical dependence. Whilethe correlation coe�cient represents the degree of lineardependence between numeric data, our classi�ers out-put non-numerical nominal data classes. Therefore, thecorrelation coe�cient is not appropriate to identify thedependency relationship of our classi�ers.In computing measures of association in statistics,there are Cramer's Value, i.e. V , and Contigency Coe�-cient, i.e. CC, computed from Pearson �2 statistic, En-tropy symmetric measure, i.e. Esym, from reduction inuncertainties in predicting the relationship between twoclassi�ers, and Lambda symmetric measure, i.e. �sym,as an index of predictive association[Hays and Winkler,1971]. They are non-negative real values. We think thatthose measures represent the degree of depencence rela-tionship between classi�ers. For expressing those mea-sures, let N be the number of input samples, I be thenumber of output classes by classi�er i, J be the numberof output classes by classi�er j, Oij or nij be the num-ber of observed outcomes from classi�ers i and j, ni+ bePJj=1 nij, n+j bePIi=1 nij , and Eij be the number of ex-pected outcomes from classi�ers i and j, that is ni+�n+jN .�2 = Xi;j (Oij � Eij )2EijV = r �2N �min(I � 1; J � 1)CC = r �2�2 + NH(i) = � IXi=1 ni+N log ni+NH(j) = � JXj=1 n+jN log n+jNH(i; j) = � IXi=1 JXj=1 nijN log nijNEsym = 2[H(i) +H(j)�H(i; j)H(i) +H(j) ]�sym = (PIi maxj nij +PJj maxi nij� maxj n+j� maxi ni+)(2N� maxj n+j� maxi ni+)We can assign the values of those measures to branchweights of possible dependence tree, as in case of mutualinformation. To identify an optimal set of �rst-orderdependencies using one of the measures of associationis to maximize the total sum of values of measures ofassociation used using MWST algorithm and to selecta dependence tree having such maximum sum from allthe possible dependence trees. Although those measureshave di�erent scales, they coincide in an optimal set of�rst-order dependencies in our experiment.4.2 The use of Bayesian FormalismWith an optimal set of �rst-order dependencies,single confusion matrices, and pairwise joint con-



fusion matrices, we can compute the group con-fusion probabilities of each output class to everyclass at test stage. For each class Mi, usingBayesian theorem and an optimal set of �rst-orderdependencies, P (C) = QKj=1 P (CjjCi(j)), have weBel(Mi) = P (x 2 MijC1(x) = M1; � � � ; CK(x) = MK)= P (x 2 Mi)P (C1(x) = M1; � � � ; CK(x) = MK jx 2Mi)P (C1(x) = M1; � � � ; CK(x) = MK )= P (x 2 Mi)QKj=1 P (Cj (x) = Mj jCi(j)(x) = Mi(j); x 2Mi)QKj=1 P (Cj (x) = Mj jCi(j)(x) = Mi(j))= P (x 2 Mi)QKj=1 P (x 2Mi jCj(x) = Mj; Ci(j)(x) = Mi(j))QKj=1 P (x 2 MijCi(j)(x) = Mi(j)) :From the above expression, if we remove constantterms,Bel(Mi) = �QKj=1 P (x 2 MijCj(x) = Mj; Ci(j)(x) = Mi(j))QKj=1 P (x 2 MijCi(j)(x) =Mi(j))with � as a constant that ensures thatPMi=1Bel(Mi) =1. If a classi�er Ci(j) is null, a classi�er Cj is theroot node of dependence tree. In this case, P (x 2MijCj(x) = Mj; Ci(j)(x) = Mi(j)) is approximated byP (x 2 MijCj(x) = Mj). Finally, depending on thoseBel(Mi) values, we can classify x into a class accordingto the decision rule E(x) given below:E(x) = ( i; if Bel(i) = maxMi2M Bel(Mi)M + 1; otherwise.5 Analysis of Some Empirical ResultsAn Base-type Multiple Classi�er System (MCS) con-sists of only original three classi�ers (see Figure 2). Fordemonstrating the e�ects of highly dependent classi�ersto combining multiple decisions, we have built a numberof MCSs by adding the highly dependent classi�er to theBase-type MCS by faking one of its component classi-�ers. For example, \St8Out faked" MCS consists of orig-inal three classi�ers and the one created by faking St8Outclassi�er. We apply them to totally unconstrained on-line numerals and the English alphabet recognition.Besides voting methods with absolute majority princi-ple and simple majority principle, some of social choicefunctions are implemented[Hwang and Lin, 1987]. Socialchoice functions include Condorcet function, Borda func-tion, and Nanson function (also called by Borda elimina-tion method with the lowest Borda score). These func-tions have been widely used to choose the winner basedon group consensus from ranking decisions of alterna-tives in the area of group decision support systems.No training stage is required for applying voting meth-ods and some of social choice functions, but it is neededfor applying BKS method and some methods in Bayesianformalism. With training data, we use 4088 items ofnumerals written by 13 writers, 3749 items of the En-glish lowercases written by 19 writers, and 2464 items ofthe English uppercases written by 19 writers. And with

test data, there are 988 items of numerals written by10 writers, 1684 items of the English lowercases writtenby 9 writers, and 1169 items of the English uppercaseswritten by 9 writers. The writers of the test data are dif-ferent from those of the training data. The sign wordsin following tables are de�ned in Section 3. The signword \?" means a rejection and contains the number ofsamples rejected. The recognition rates are computed inpercentage from the rank of the winner matched with theinput label class. The recognition rates of classi�ers fortest data in application problems are shown in Table 1.Numerals Lowercase UppercaseClassi�er 1st ? 1st ? 1st ?St8Out 93.09 6 78.92 21 88.37 21Du8Out 92.28 1 82.30 9 91.02 5NS8Out 94.39 13 86.05 46 87.51 50Table 1: Recognition rates of classi�ers for test dataBase-type Du8Out faked NS8Out fakedComb. Method 1st ? 1st ? 1st ?Voting (Maj.) 94.99 7 91.98 62 94.29 19Voting (Abs.) 94.99 7 91.98 63 94.29 19Condorcet Fn. 94.99 0 91.98 0 94.29 0Borda Fn. 95.09 1 91.98 1 94.59 1Nanson Fn. 94.99 1 91.98 1 94.29 1Indep. Bayes. 95.29 1 95.49 1 95.19 1Mut. Inf. Bay. 95.39 1 95.59 1 95.39 1V Bayes. 95.39 1 95.59 1 95.39 1CC Bayes. 95.39 1 95.59 1 95.39 1Esym Bayes. 95.39 1 95.59 1 95.39 1�sym Bayes. 95.39 1 95.59 1 95.39 1BKS Method 93.99 30 93.99 30 93.99 30Table 2: Recognition rates of MCSs for numeralsFrom the experimental results of test numerals (seeTable 1 and Table 2), the recognition rates of votingmethods and social choice functions are lowered wheninferior Du8Out or superior NS8Out classi�ers are fakedand added. The extent of degradation in recognitionrates is larger when an inferior classi�er is faked andadded. There is hardly di�erence in classi�cation per-formance among some methods of Bayesian formalism.Although one of classi�ers in Base-type MCS is fakedand added, the recognition rates of BKS method are un-changed. The recognition rates of dependency relation-ship based decision combination methods show a littlehigher than those of an independence assumption baseddecision combination in use of Bayesian formalism, butthat is not statistically signi�cant by t-test at signi�-cance level 0.1.From the experimental results of test lowercases (seeTable 1 and Table 3), the recognition rates of votingmethods and social choice functions are lowered when in-ferior St8Out or superior NS8Out classi�ers are faked andadded. The extent of degradation in recognition ratesis much larger when an inferior classi�er is faked andadded. The recognition rates of dependency relation-ship based decision combination methods show higherthan those of an independence assumption based deci-sion combination in use of Bayesian formalism by 0.5 -1.4 %. The improved correctness of a Base-type MCS by



Base-type St8Out faked NS8Out fakedComb. Method 1st ? 1st ? 1st ?Voting (Maj.) 84.80 64 78.86 149 84.62 75Voting (Abs.) 84.80 64 78.62 192 84.14 118Condorcet Fn. 85.21 0 78.74 0 84.56 0Borda Fn. 85.27 7 82.60 7 85.10 7Nanson Fn. 85.33 7 80.70 7 84.68 7Indep. Bayes. 87.00 7 86.34 7 87.23 7Mut. Inf. Bay. 87.77 7 87.77 7 87.77 7V Bayes. 87.77 7 87.77 7 87.77 7CC Bayes. 87.77 7 87.77 7 87.77 7Esym Bayes. 87.77 7 87.77 7 87.77 7�sym Bayes. 87.77 7 87.77 7 87.77 7BKS Method 85.87 134 85.87 134 85.87 134Table 3: Recognition rates of MCSs for the lowercasesthe dependency relationship is statistically signi�cant byt-test at signi�cance level 0.05, and in case of a St8Outfaked MCS, its improved correctness is signi�cant by t-test at signi�cance level 0.005, and in case of a NS8OutMCS, its improved correctness is signi�cant by t-test atsigni�cance level 0.1. We will describe one example toperform t-test in a St8Out faked MCS to verify whetherthe improved correctness by considering the dependencyrelationship is statistically signi�cant or not. Like thecase of numerals, the recognition rates of BKS methodare unchanged.� H0 : The average correctness of dependency rela-tionship based decision combination (i.e. Mut. Inf.Bay.) is equal or less than that of an independenceassumption based decision combination (i.e. Indep.Bayes.). (i.e. �D � 0 and D is di�erence)� Ha : An alternative to H0. (i.e. �D > 0)� Let n be the number of writers,T = �D � 0SD=pn = 3:51180where �D = 1n nXi=1Di = 19(13:16) = 1:46222and S2D = 1n� 1 nXi=1(Di � �D)2 = 1:56031� We can reject H0 with 8 degrees of freedom becauseof T = 3:51180 > t0:005 = 3:355. It means thatthe average correctness of dependency relationshipbased decision combination is improved with 99.5%of belief interval.From the experimental results of test uppercases (seeTable 1 and Table 4), the recognition rates of votingmethods and social choice functions are a little loweredwhen inferior NS8Out or superior Du8Out classi�ers arefaked and added. The extent of degradation in recog-nition rates is larger when an inferior classi�er is faked

Base-type NS8Out faked Du8Out fakedComb. Method 1st ? 1st ? 1st ?Voting (Maj.) 90.33 32 88.02 52 89.39 50Voting (Abs.) 90.33 32 87.85 65 88.79 63Condorcet Fn. 90.59 0 87.94 0 88.96 0Borda Fn. 90.08 5 89.14 5 89.14 5Nanson Fn. 90.33 5 88.11 5 89.39 5Indep. Bayes. 90.59 5 89.48 5 91.27 5Mut. Inf. Bay. 90.59 5 90.68 5 90.59 5V Bayes. 90.59 5 90.68 5 90.59 5CC Bayes. 90.59 5 90.68 5 90.59 5Esym Bayes. 90.59 5 90.68 5 90.59 5�sym Bayes. 90.59 5 90.68 5 90.59 5BKS Method. 88.71 88 88.71 88 88.71 88Table 4: Recognition rates of MCSs for the uppercasesand added. The improved correctness of a NS8Out fakedMCS by the dependency relationship is statistically sig-ni�cant by t-test at signi�cance level 0.05. and in caseof a Du8Out faked MCS, its degraded correctness is in-signi�cant by t-test at signi�cance level 0.1. Like thecase of numerals, the recognition rates of BKS methodare unchanged.They are the straightforward instances of problems be-fore mentioned. Therefore, it is problematic to add sim-ply any classi�ers to existing multiple classi�er system,and to apply voting methods or some of social choicefunctions to combine multiple decisions.From the analysis of some empirical results, we cometo some conclusions:� The classi�cation performance of a Base-type MCSis almost superior to that of individual classi�ers.� Voting methods and social choice functions showsimilar behaviors in combining multiple decisions.� All the combination methods in Bayesian formalismalmost outperforms the other combinationmethods.� Incorporating the dependency relationship intoBayesian formalism helps improving the classi�ca-tion performance of a MCS, especially when thehighly dependent inferior classi�ers are added toit. Some empirical results for lowercase signi�cantlysupport our assertion by showing statistically signif-icant t-test results.� It is problematic to add simply any classi�ers or tocombine multiple decisions without considering thedependency relationship among classi�ers. Becausethe highly dependent inferior classi�ers can degradethe classi�cation performance of a MCS, if votingmethods or some of social choice functions are used.� The classi�cation performance of BKS method isunchanged when one of component classi�ers arefaked and added.6 Conclusion and Further WorksIn order to prove the e�ectiveness of dependency rela-tionship for combination of multiple decisions, and forconstruction of multiple classi�er systems, we proposed acouple of methods for identifying an optimal set of �rst-order dependencies approximated from sampling data,and a decision combination method of multiple decisions
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